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Abstract

Size and shape e�ects are important issues in predicting the global behavior of concrete structures. Small-
scale tests performed in laboratory to determine the material properties are not enough to simulate large-scale
structures. As no full consensus exists on a universal size and shape e�ects law that could allow to extrapolate
small-scale results to large-scale simulations [1], e�orts are done to �nd models able to �t size and shape
e�ects from experimental data. Recently, three models have been compared to two complete experimental
campaigns concerning size and shape e�ects [2, 3]: a lattice model [4], the nonlocal integral damage model
[2] and the cohesive zone one [5]. Only the lattice and the cohesive ones were able to properly recover size
and shape e�ects. However, both present main disadvantages: lattice models' computational cost is too
high for large-scale structures and cohesive models di�cultly deal with crack initiation and complex crack
paths such as branching and coalescence. In [6], a level set based regularization for damage models called
Thick Level Set (TLS) was presented. In this paper, the capability of this model to represent size and shape
e�ects for two recently published experimental campaigns is studied.
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1. Size e�ect and shape e�ect analysis

Since the seventies, it is well known that there exists a so-called size e�ect in global response of concrete
notched beams of di�erent sizes [7]: the apparent critical energy release rate depends on the size of the
structure. Later, it was found that a similar size e�ect exists for unnotched beams. These two size e�ects
are called type I (unnotched structures) and II (notched ones). Having two di�erent laws depending on the
existence and the depth of a notch reveals a shape e�ect. In fact, the transition between size e�ect of type I
and II corresponds to the proximity of the location of damage initiation and the boundary of the structure:
in an unnotched beam, damage initiates on the boundary of the domain while in a deeply notched one, it
appears at the notch tip, that is far from the beam edges.

Di�erent laws and theories have been derived to understand size e�ect such as statistical ones [8], fractal
ones [9] or energetic ones [10, 11]. These have been confronted to several experimental results and two main
laws can be highlighted. For type I, that is unnotched structures, we �nd in [12, 13]

σN = f∞r

[
1 +

rDb

D + lp

] 1
r

(1)

where Db is the e�ective thickness of the boundary layer, lp is the e�ective width of the fracture process zone
and r is a dimensionless parameter. σN denotes characteristic stress at failure, D a characteristic length of
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the structure and Concerning type II size e�ect, that is for notched beams,

σN =
Bf ′t√

1 +D/D0

(2)

is given in [10] where f ′t , D0 and B are constants. Trying to �nd a unique universal law that could apply
to both size e�ect types leads to di�erent versions of similar laws. For example, in [14] the following law is
given.

σN =

(
1 +

E′Gf

g0D + (1− λ)cfg′0 + λE′Gf/f∞r
2

) 1
2

[
1 +

rλDb√
D̄ + lp

] 1
r

(3)

with
λ = expα

k
0 ([(D̄/da)p/q] (4)

To summerize, Gf , cf , f
∞
r , Db, r, p, q, lp and ls are parameters to be determined, α0 is the relative initial

notch depth, da is the aggregate size, g is the dimensionless energy release rate function from LEFM and
D̄ is close to the beam depth which exact de�nition can be found in [14]. As size and shape models remain
di�cult to model, it has been preferred here to directly compare simulations and experimental data.

2. Thick level set model

We consider a material with the following free energy density [6]

Φ(ε, d) = µ(1− αid)ε2
i +

λ

2
(1− αd)tr(ε)2 (5)

depending on strain ε and local damage d and where λ and µ are the Lamé elasticity coe�cients, εi the
eigenvalues of the strain tensor and 

αi = 0 if εi < 0
= 1 if εi ≥ 0

α = 0 if tr(ε) < 0
= 1 if tr(ε) ≥ 0

(6)

The potential is dissymmetric in tension and compression. If α and αi were always equal to 1, the potential
reduces to

Φ(ε, d) =
1

2
(1− d)ε : C : ε (7)

The stress σ and the local energy release rate Y are derived:

σ =
∂Φ

∂ε
(ε, d) and Y = −∂Φ

∂d
(ε, d) (8)

Let us consider a time-independent local damage model:
Y − h(d)Yc ≤ 0

ḋ ≥ 0

(Y − h(d)Yc)ḋ = 0

(9)

The local critical energy release rate h(d)Yc depends on damage through the dimensionless function h, that is
chosen to be 1 for d = 0 and monotonously increasing. The choice of the softening function h drives the form
of the local stress-strain curve. As local damage models present spurious localization, some regularization
is required. The thick level set damage model [15, 16, 17, 6] is one of them. The main idea of the thick
level set damage model is to consider a damage front that drives damage evolution over a non local damage
zone. The damage front is de�ned by the iso-zero of a signed-distance level-set function φ and damage only
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Figure 1: TLS classical damage pro�le.

depends on the local value of the level-set and a length parameter denoted `c. An example of damage pro�le
d(φ/`c) is given in Figure 1. Let us consider all the points of the damage band which have the same closest
point to the damage front. Damage evolution of all those points is linked. So, a global criterion for all those
points must be considered. It is chosen to replace Y and h(d)Yc in the local law (9) by averaged values
denoted Y and h(d)Yc de�ned by

Y =

∫ `
φ=0

Y d′(φ)
(

1− φ
ρ(s)

)
dφ∫ `

φ=0
d′(φ)

(
1− φ

ρ(s)

)
dφ

and h(d)Yc = Yc

∫ `
φ=0

h(d)d′(φ)
(

1− φ
ρ(s)

)
dφ∫ `

φ=0
d′(φ)

(
1− φ

ρ(s)

)
dφ

(10)

where (s, φ) is a local basis, s a curvilinear abscissa of the front and ρ(s) the curvature of the damage front.
Note that the integrals are computed over a length depending on the width of the damaged band. So ` is
increasing from 0 at initiation to `c when a totally damaged zone appears. At initiation, h(d)Yc = h(0)Yc =
Yc and Y is equal to its local value. The evolution law then becomes

Y − h(d)Yc ≤ 0

φ̇ > 0

(Y − h(d)Yc)φ̇ = 0

(11)

On the choice of the softening function h(d). The simplest softening function is the constant one h(d) = 1. It
leads to a perfectly brittle behavior. An interesting softening function is presented in [18] from a comparison
between the cohesive model and TLS. It is shown that it is possible to derive a one-dimensional TLS local
behavior from some classical cohesive laws. In particular, for a given bi-linear cohesive law (see Figure
2) and for a large range of TLS characteristic length `c, a softening function h(d) is explicitly derived in
order to have the same macroscopic behavior for a one-dimensional bar. Using this softening function in
bi-dimensional problems leads to very satisfactory results as local and global behaviors are close to cohesive
model ones [18]. In this paper, we will only consider this kind of CZM-like softening functions. Note that
in equations (37), (45), (49), (50) and (63) from [18] the integration variable should be d and not ˜phi. An
example of such a local stress-strain curve is given in Figure 3. Let us note that the behavior curves so
obtained present a discontinuity that appears as a linear zone where strain and stress increase while damage
remains constant. Its origin is the slope discontinuity on the cohesive behavior.

3. Calibration of the parameters

In order to identify experimental results concerning size and geometry e�ects, a general method has been
established to calibrate the parameters of the model that can be splitted into two categories: those coming
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Figure 3: Example of a local softening behavior obtained by a one-dimensional comparison between TLS and cohesive models
and corresponding to a bi-linear cohesive behavior [18].

from TLS regularization and those de�ning the local behavior. The last ones are in fact chosen to be the
cohesive parameters of a bilinear tension-opening curve as explained in [18].

3.1. CZM parameters

Four scalar values describe the bilinear cohesive behavior: σf , σk, w1 and wf (see Figure 2). From them,
we can derive two values of the LEFM critical energy release rate [19]. The �rst one here denoted Gf comes
from a size e�ect analysis [20]; the second one, GF , corresponds to the total amount of energy needed to
break a beam [21].

Gf =
1

2
σfw1, GF = Gf +

1

2
σk(wf − w1) (12)

Moreover, σf is linked to the tensile strength of a splitting test ft. In calibrating the model, these three
measurable quantities are considered as initial values. A degree of freedom remains. It is arbitrarily �xed
by σk =

σf

2 . Thus

σf = ft, w1 =
2Gf
σf

, σk =
σf
2

and wf =
2(GF −Gf )

σk
+ w1 (13)

These values are a starting point to calibrate the parameters. After running a simulation with this set of
parameters, it is then recommended to modify them in function of the results obtained. First, σf should be
modi�ed in order to �t the maximum load of the larger unnotched beam (from eq. (1), the peak stress σf
should be recovered for in�nitely large beams). Next, w1 has to be modi�ed to �t the maximum load of the
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larger notched beam containing the deeper initial notch in the spirit of type II size-e�ect. The form of the
force-opening curve around the peak can also be considered. Finally, σk and wf can be slightly adapted to
�t the post-peak results. It is important to note that some conditions apply on the choice of the cohesive
parameters [18]. They correspond to the mathematical condition to have an increasing local energy release
rate Y with respect to damage d.

3.2. TLS parameters

Two parameters come from TLS regularization: the characteristic length `c and the damage pro�le
d(φ/`c). These parameters are chosen to be close to FPZ characteristics such as its width and damage
distribution. In [4], lattice simulations of three point bending concrete beams under centered loading were
performed. In [22], it is shown that both experimental and numerical results are similar for the width of the
damaged band. Its size is between 10 mm (energetic analysis) and 40 mm (damage analysis), depending on
which quantities are actually studied. In [23], it is shown by using Ripley's functions to extract correlation
length between damage points in lattice simulations that correlation length is about 50 mm. This analysis
gives the order of magnitude of FPZ width but not a precise value. Thus, numerical considerations are
taken into account. The bi-dimensional comparison between cohesive and TLS models showed that better
agreement corresponds to smaller values of `c. It is then chosen here to keep `c = 20 mm that corresponds
to 40 mm-wide fracture process zone. However, this implies to neglect a part of the damage that is more
di�use than the concentrated one around the crack (see Figure 4).

The damage pro�le is mainly identi�ed from the damage distribution obtained in lattice simulations. In
order to be able to compare localized damage interface values of lattice model with the continuum damage
values of the TLS, an averaging method has been applied to lattice results. Let us denote x the horizontal
coordinate (0 is centered) and y the vertical one (origin is at notched edge) as in [22]. The notch's coordinates
are (x = 0, 0 < y < ynotchmax ). The damage pro�le is analyzed over a band y ∈ [10mm, 16mm] in the specimen
(n = 2, i = 1), that is slightly ahead initial notch, in order to avoid boundary phenomena and to analyze
a pro�le that is close enough to a self-similar propagation of a crack. Over that band, averaged values of
interface damage are computed with a uniform weight over zones of 10 mm width. Results are shown in
4. The chosen damage pro�le, an inverted parabola (see Figure ??) is also drawn. Both are close where
damage is concentrated but di�er when damage is more di�use. In fact, it is chosen here to neglect this
di�use damage. Note that an improved version of the TLS [24] is able to take into account both di�use and
localized damage zones.

Figure 4: Averaged interface damage from lattice simulations (plain, black) and identi�ed damage pro�le for pure non local
TLS regularization (dashed, blue).
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4. Fit to experimental data

Two main experimental campaigns [2, 3] on concrete three point bending beams of di�erent sizes and
notch depths are considered in this paper. They present a particular interest as both size and shape e�ects
are tested on the same material and conditions. Moreover, the results have already been �tted by other
methods (cohesive crack for Hoover et al.experimental data [3] as shown in [5] on the one hand and integral
nonlocal [2] and lattice model [4] for Grégoire et al.experimental data [2]). These �ts have shown the
capability of the cohesive crack and the lattice meso-scale models to properly reproduce size and shape
e�ects. They also brought out the di�culty of the integral nonlocal regularization to accurately simulate
both e�ects and was later con�rmed by [25]. So, from three di�erent families of models (cracks, damage and
lattice ones) only two seem to be able to describe size and shape e�ects.

Both campaigns concern three point bending tests performed on single edge notched beams or unnotched
ones. The load and the notch, when it exists, are always centered. The various beams for each campaign
and notch depth are geometrically similar in 2D and the same thickness is kept. Both concrete formulations
include similar largest aggregate sizes: maximum diameter is 10 mm for [3] and are between 10 mm and 14
mm for [2]. Let us remark that a di�erent method is used to create the notch: in [3], it is sawed (1.5 mm
width) and in [2] it is molded (2 mm width). More details on the experimental protocols are given in [2, 3].

All simulations are performed with similar numerical parameters: the mesh density is kept constant over
the damaged zone (about `c

20 ). The maximum front advance at each step is between 0.25 and 0.7 times the
characteristic size of the mesh. The value is set close to 0.7 for larger specimen and close to 0.25 for smaller
ones.

4.1. Comparison with Grégoire et al. experiments

Four beam sizes are considered (400 mm, 200 mm, 100 mm and 50 mm depth) and three notch relative
depth (0, 0.2 and 0.5) as described in Figure 5. The span-to-depth ratio is 2.5. Geometries are described by
two integers: n for the size (1 is the larger and 4 the smaller) and i for the notch depth (1 for half-notched,
2 for �fth-notched and 3 for unnotched). Parameters given in Table 1 correspond to the best �t obtained
by the authors, shown in Figures 6.

Figure 5: Description of beam geometries (from [2])

Results show good agreement between experimental data and TLS simulations. The main force-opening
response is well reproduced even if some di�erences exist, in particular for the specimens (n = 1, i = 2) and
(n = 1, i = 3). However it is worth mentioning that the lattice model does not �t the (n = 1, i = 2) curve
and no results are furnished in [4] for the late post-peak response of the (n = 1, i = 3) case.
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TLS simulation parameters
σf 3.8 MPa
σk 1.8 MPa
w1 23 µm
wf 55 µm

Table 1: Cohesive law values of the best �t obtained by authors for Grégoire et al. experimental campaign [2]

cohesive simulations [5] TLS simulations
σf 3.92 MPa 4.2 MPa
σk 0.588 MPa 1.5 MPa
w1 25.3 µm 23.5 µm
wf 94.8 µm 40 µm

Table 2: Cohesive law values of the best �t obtained by authors for Hoover et al. experimental campaign and parameters used
in [3]

.

It is important to note that for (n = 1, i = 2) and (n = 1, i = 3) simulated curves, a jump can be
observed in the force-opening curve. Its existence is strongly linked to the maximal front advance per step,
that is driven by a purely numerical coe�cient. Even if some implementation e�ort must be done to avoid
this, the artifact should not contest the physical meaning of TLS results.

4.2. Comparison with Hoover et al. experiments

Four beam sizes are considered (500 mm, 215 mm, 93 mm and 40 mm depth) and �ve notch relative
depth (0, 0.025, 0.075, 0.15 and 0.3). For relative depth 0.025, only the two biggest beams (500 mm and
215 mm) were tested in the experimental campaign. The span-to-depth ratio is 2.176. The geometries are
described by two letters: a capital one for the size ("A" is the larger and "D" the smaller) and a lowercase
one for the notch depth ("a" for 0.3-notched and "e" for unnotched). Parameters given in Table 2 correspond
to the best �t obtained by the authors, shown in Figures 7 and 8. Let us remark that the best �t obtained
by the authors corresponded to parameters slightly di�erent from those used in cohesive simulations of [5].
Nevertheless, the main parameters that drive load peak values, σf and w1, are very close.

Very good accuracy between experimental data and TLS simulations is observed: both maximum load
and force-opening curves are well recovered. The quality of TLS �t is similar to cohesive one even if the
cohesive behavior parameters are not exactly the same. Let us remind that cohesive and TLS damage models
theoretically coincide for `c in�nitely close to zero [18]. As `c is not zero in practice, behaviors are slightly
di�erent which explains the di�erences between pure CZM parameters and the set of CZM-like parameters
used in TLS simulations. Comparing The quality of this �t is better than the previous one (see section 4.1).
This could be explained by the di�erence in the way the notch was done. Hoover et al.sawed it while Grégoire
et al.molded them. The structure and properties of concrete around the notch tip can the be modi�ed due
to autogenous shrinkage during concrete curing for a molded notch. Furthermore, aggregates distribution
around the notch tip is diferent in both cases: large aggregates has a lower probability to be close to the
boundary than smaller ones. So, molded notchs have a modi�ed aggregates distribution compared to sawed
ones.

5. Conclusions and perspectives

It has been shown that the TLS damage regularization is able to recover size and shape e�ects. Its
accuracy is close to cohesive zone and lattice models ones. To the authors knowledge, no continuum damage
model has been able to provide similar results so far.

The one dimensional comparison analytically established between the cohesive model and the TLS reg-
ularization in [18] furnished a pertinent local behavior. Nevertheless, two main issues to improve the results
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Figure 6: Comparison between TLS simulations, lattice ones [4] and experimental data [2]. Raw data is drawn for TLS
simulations.
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Figure 7: Comparison between TLS simulations, lattice ones [4] and experimental data [2]. Raw data is drawn for TLS
simulations.
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Figure 8: Comparison between TLS simulations, lattice ones [4] and experimental data [2] (continuation). Raw data is drawn
for TLS simulations.

arise. First, the CZM-like behavior obtained is not smooth. This could explain some spurious oscillations
observed on TLS simulated results. It could be useful to look for a similar softening function presenting
better regularity properties. Second, as it has been explained previously, the TLS version used in this paper
only deals with localized damaged while di�use damage is observable in experimental tests [26, 27]. Theo-
retical developments and associated implementations are already being performed to improve the model in
that sense. This should give better results for smaller specimen simulations.
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